December 16, 2019

Mr. Richard Culatta
Chief Executive Officer
International Society for Technology in Education
1530 Wilson Boulevard, Suite 730
Arlington, Virginia 22209

Dear Mr. Culatta,

The following letter serves as notification that the Puerto Rico Department of Education (PRDE) has officially adopted the third generation of the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) Standards, under the Educational Technology Standards for Puerto Rico. This represents a shift from the 2010 adoption of the previous version of the ISTE Standards.

We formally request permission so that PRDE can list the ISTE Standards', with the appropriate credit, as the official educational technology standards in our educational programs; such as, technology, library, and any others that might benefit from its adoption. Likewise, PRDE requests permission to list these standards and ISTE's logos in their non-profit educational printed and electronic publications, as well as their schools' materials.

We will be pleased to be afforded this privilege, and anxiously await your approval with the corresponding citation information.

Sincerely,

Dr. Eligio Hernández Pérez
Secretary of Education
Government of Puerto Rico